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Abstract. We consider almost complex structures that arise naturally in a
particular class of principal fibre bundles, where the choice of a connection

can be used to determine equivariant isomorphisms between the vertical and
horizontal tangent bundles of the total space. For instance, such data always

exist on the frame bundle of a 3-manifold, but also in many other situations.

We study the integrability condition to a complex structure, obtaining a system
of gauge invariant coupled first order partial differential equations. This yields

to a few correspondences between complex-geometric properties on the total

space and metric properties on the base.

Introduction

In this article, we consider almost complex structures that arise naturally in a
particular class of principal fibre bundles, where the choice of a connection can be
used to determine equivariant isomorphisms between the vertical and horizontal
tangent bundles of the total space. More precisely, we assume given a K-principal
fibre bundle π : P →M with a connection A on P , where K is a compact Lie group.
Denoting by ad(P ) the adjoint bundle, we suppose given an ad(P )-valued 1-form
α which defines a bundle isomorphism TM → ad(P ). To such a triple (π,A, α) we
will associate a K-invariant almost complex structure Jα on the total space P . A
necessary condition for the existence of such a triple is that P is (almost complex)
parallelisable. We will study the integrability of this almost complex structure.
This will yield a system of gauge invariant coupled non-linear partial differential
equation for (α,A) in which the curvature of A and the Lie algebra structure of K
appear.

The necessary topological setup, yielding an isomorphism α as needed in our
construction, occurs for instance for P the oriented orthonormal frame bundle of
a 3-manifold. Also, if P is the frame bundle of a sum of n complex line bundles,
where n is the dimension of a parallelisable n-dimensional manifold, with the natural
reduction of its structure group to Tn, then we are in such a situation. Another
class of exmples comes from oriented Riemannian 6-manifolds that have a reduction
of its structure group from SO(6) to SO(3)× SO(3).

Via α, an ad-invariant inner product on the Lie algebra k of K induces the
structure of an Euclidean vector bundle on ad(P ), and therefore we get an induced
metric gα on the base M . We show that the pull-back via α of the linear con-
nection on ad(P ), induced from A, is the Levi-Civita-Connection of (M, gα) if and
only if the first of our integrability equations is satisfied. The second integrability
equation implies that the sectional curvature of gα is non-positive in general. In
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the case K = SU(2) or K = SO(3), the integrability equations are both satisfied if
and only if the pull-back connection is the Levi-Civita connection and the metric
gα is hyperbolic. Therefore we get a relation between our integrability problem
and hyperbolic geometry. In particular, we recover the fact that the bundle of
orthonormal oriented frames of every hyperbolic oriented 3-manifold is naturally
a complex manifold. We also show that there is an equivalence between complete
integrability of Jα-holomorphic vector fields and the geodesic completeness of the
base manifold, assuming only that the first of our integrability equations holds.

Assuming geodesic completeness of the base and that the integrability conditions
hold, we obtain a holomorphic action of the complexified Lie group G = KC on the
complex manifold P . This action is locally free and transitive if M is connected.
By a result of Wang [Wan], any closed complex manifold with complex parallelis-
able tangent bundle is in fact given by the quotient of a complex Lie group by a
discrete subgroup. However, the proof relies essentially on the compactness of the
complex manifold, implying that certain complex-valued holomorphic functions on
the manifold are necessarily constant by Liouville’s theorem. Our result here may
be seen as a generalisation of this result in the particular setting of an integrable
almost complex structure Jα as studied here. In fact, requiring the base manifold
(M, gα) to be geodesically complete is a much weaker condition than requiring P
to be closed.

Closed complex manifolds that are complex parallelisable have been extensively
studied by Winkelmann [Wi1, Wi2, Wi3, Wi4]. Our approach may be seen as an
alternative viewpoint. In fact, they are quite closely related – one may ask how
general our construction is in the situation that we have a complex parallelisable
complex manifold Q that is given as the quotient of a complex Lie group KC by a
discrete subgroup, and on which the Lie group K acts freely. We will show that in
this situation the natural almost complex structure induced by the complex struc-
ture of the manifold Q may be obtained as in our setting, namely, as a K-invariant
almost complex structure Jᾱ on the K-principal bundle Q→ Q/K associated to a
bundle isomorphism ᾱ : T (Q/K) → ad(Q), that itself is induced from a ‘sample’
situation α : T (KC/K)→ adK(KC).

This description as a homogeneous space also gives a g-valued holomorphic form
ω whose real part is just the connection form of A. We will finally discuss some
restrictions on holomorphic maps from Riemann surfaces Σ (or more general com-
plex manifolds Y ) to P . First we show that if f : Σ → P is a holomorphic map
such that f∗ω is of scalar form – i.e. f∗ω = Z · ζ for a constant element Z ∈ g
and a holomorphic form ζ–, then f factorises through an elliptic curve. Finally we
consider holomorphic maps f : Σ → P such that the induced map f̄ : Σ → M
is conformal with respect to the canonical almost complex structure J0 of Σ (i.e.
f̄∗gα (u, J0u) = 0 for all u ∈ TY ). This differential geometric hypothesis then has
an interesting algebraic geometric consequence: If f is non-constant, then the holo-
morphic map Σ→ P (g) associated with f∗ω factorises through a smooth quadric.

As a perspective, our setup allows to consider natural generalisations of complex-
geometric questions even if the integrability conditions are not satisfied. For in-
stance, they may be used to quantify the ‘deviation’ from integrability. Or one
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might also consider (pseudo-) holomorphic curves for non-integrable almost com-
plex structures in our setting.

In the first section will set up the notation and introduce our construction ex-
plicitely. We establish the integrability condition of Jα. In the second section, we
will set up the relation to the geometry on the base manifold, and we will give
a complete solution on the frame bundle of a hyperbolic 3-manifold. There we
will also describe other situations with the required topological setup. In the third
section we will relate (complex) integrability of almost complex vector fields to ge-
odesic completeness of the base. Assuming the integrability conditions hold, this
yields the description of the manifold as the quotient of a complex Lie group by a
discrete subgroup. In the fifth section, we shall use these results to establish the
mentioned complex geometric properties.
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1. A class of almost complex structures on principal fibre bundles

We shall consider situations, in which a principal bundle P → M on a mani-
fold M with compact structure group K, equipped with a connection A, admits
admits an almost complex structure of a special type. Namely, the almost complex
structure will be compatible with the action of the structure group, and it will
interchange vertical and horizontal tangent vectors. In this section, we will make
this setting more concrete, and we shall examine the integrability condition of this
almost complex structure to a complex structure.

1.1. Notations and main construction. If one is given an isomorphism of vector

spaces α : V
∼=→W , then

Jα =

(
0 −α−1

α 0

)
defines a complex structure on the vector space V ⊕W . Let K be a compact Lie
group (or more generally a Lie group admitting an inner product on its Lie algebra
that is invariant under the adjoint action), and suppose given a K-principal fibre
bundle π : P →M , where P,M are supposed to be differentiable (C∞) manifolds.
We denote the smooth free right-action by ρ : P ×K → P . We suppose also given
a connection A on P , and its connection 1-form on P will be denoted by ωA. This
gives a splitting of its tangent bundle into the horizontal and the vertical subbundle

TP = A⊕ V .

(By definition V is the kernel bundle of π∗ : TP → TM). Thus if dim(K) = dim(M)
and if one has given ∀p ∈ P an isomorphism

αp : Ap
∼=→ Vp

in a differentiable manner, then one is able to construct an almost complex struc-
ture on P . In this setting it is natural to suppose that α commutes with the given
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right-action of K on P .

Let k denotes the Lie algebra of K. To each element X ∈ k corresponds a vertical
vector field, noted X# and these vector fields span the vertical bundle, hence it is
trivial. Furthermore # is a Lie algebra homomorphism. In fact one differentiates

the right-action P × K ρ→ P in the second argument at the identity to obtain a
mapping P × k→ TP , that can also be understood as a map k→ Γ(P, TP ). These
vector fields are equivariant with respect to right-translations in the following sense

k Vpg

k Vp

-#pg

6
adg−1

-
#p

6
(Rg)∗,p (1)

where Rg(p) = ρ(p, g) ≡ pg and (Rg)∗,p is its derivation at p.
We denote by Akad(P, k) the space of ‘tensorial k-forms of type ad’ (see [KN1]).

By definition, such a form is zero on vertical vectors in P and that it is of type ad
means that the following diagram commutes for all p ∈ P and g ∈ K,

Apg k

Ap k .

-αpg

6
(Rg)∗,p

-
αp

6
adg−1 (2)

In the sequel we assume having a form α ∈ A1
ad(P, k) such that

αp|Ap : Ap → k

is an isomorphism for each p ∈ P . Of course, the existence of such an α is a strong
topological hypothesis. Indeed this means that the vector bundles TM and the
associated bundle ad(P ) = P ×ad k, the bundle associated to the adjoint represen-
tation of K on its Lie algebra, must be isomorphic. Then P is also parallelisable.
The compostion # ◦ α ≡ α# defines a K-invariant bundle isomorphism A → V
with the required properties (we denote α instead of α|A, but we bear in mind that
even though α is defined without specifying a connection, we need to have specified
a connection so that α−1 makes sense). We may thus define

(Jα)p :


TpP −→ TpP(
wp
X#
p

)
7−→

(
0 −α−1

p

(α#)p 0

)(
wp
X

)
.

Jα is an almost-complex structure on TP .

1.2. Integrability condition. The most natural question to ask from the view-
point of complex geometry is whether Jα is integrable, this means, whether Jα
comes from the structure of a complex manifold on P .
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We review some standard notation. The curvature FA of a connection A with
connection 1-form ωA is given by the formula

FA = dωA +
1

2
[ωA ∧ ωA].

In this formula, we have used the ‘hybrid notation’ [ . ∧ . ] denoting the tensor
product of wedge-product on the 1−form factors and the Lie bracket on the Lie
algebra factor. We also recall that the differential dA associated with the curvature
dA is given by π∗Ad, where πA denotes the projection TP → A along the vertical
bundle V .

We can now state our integrability condition of Jα in terms of the Lie algebra
valued 1-form α and the connection A.

Theorem 1.1. The almost-complex structure Jα is integrable to a complex struc-
ture if and only if the following two equations hold:

dAα = 0

FA =
1

2
[α ∧ α] .

(3)

Remark 1.2. It is worth pointing out that if the integrability condition is satisfied
the curvature of the connection A is entirely determined by α and the Lie algebra
k.

Proof: We recall that Jα is integrable if and only if the Nijenhuis tensor NJα ,
defined by

NJα(ζ, ξ) = [Jαζ, Jαξ]− [ζ, ξ]− Jα[ζ, Jαξ]− Jα[Jαζ, ξ]

for ζ, ξ ∈ Γ(P, TP ), vanishes identically. This is the famous theorem of Newlander
and Nirenberg [NN]. We prove the Theorem by showing that the Nijenhuis tensor
vanishes if and only if the equations (3) hold.

As NJα is a tensor, its value NJα(ζ, ξ)p at a given point p ∈ P does in fact only
depend on the elements ζp, ξp ∈ TpP , and not on the vector fields ζ, ξ extending

these vectors in TpP . More precisely, if ζ and ξ are other vector fields on P with

ζp = ζp and ξp = ξp, then NJα(ζ, ξ)p = NJα(ζ, ξ)p. We will use this fact by choosing
vector fields that are particularly suitable to our setting, namely the fundamental
vector fields of the type X# with X ∈ k. Furthermore, the Nijenhuis tensor vanishes
if and only if

NJα(X#, Y #) = 0

everywhere, for all elements X,Y of the Lie algebra of K. In fact, at each point p ∈
P the vectors of the form X#

p and JαX
#
p span the tangent space TpP . Furthermore,

the (antisymmetric) Nijenhuis tensor NJ of an almost complex structure J satisfies
the identity

NJ(ζ, Jξ) = −J NJ(ζ, ξ)

for all vector fields ζ, ξ.

Applying the definition of the almost complex structure Jα yields

NJα(X#
p , Y

#
p ) = [−α−1(X),−α−1(Y )]p − [X#, Y #]p

−Jα [X#,−α−1(Y )]p − Jα [−α−1(X), Y #]p ,
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where by slight abuse of notation we denote by α−1(X) the vector field p 7→ α−1
p (X).

We examine each term individually:

(i) We have [X#, Y #]p = ([X,Y ])#
p ∈ Vp, so this term is vertical.

(ii) We recall that the Lie bracket [ζ, ξ]p of two vector fields may be expressed
in terms of the one-parameter flow ϕtζ of ζ by the equation

[ζ, ξ]p =
d

dt

∣∣∣∣
t=0

(ϕtζ)
−1
∗,p(ξϕtζ(p)) .

The one-parameter flow of X# is given by ϕtX#(p) = petX = RetX (p). With
the required equivariance of α this gives:

[X#, α−1(Y )]p =
d

dt

∣∣∣∣
t=0

(RetX )−1
∗,p (α−1

petX
(Y ))

=
d

dt

∣∣∣∣
t=0

(Re−tX )∗,petX (α−1
petX

(Y ))

=
d

dt

∣∣∣∣
t=0

(α−1
p ◦ adetX )(Y )

= α−1
p (

d

dt

∣∣∣∣
t=0

adetX (Y ))

= α−1
p ([X,Y ]) .

In particular, this vector is horizontal and thus

−Jα[X#,−α−1(Y )]p = (#◦α)([X#,−α−1(Y )]p)

= (#◦α ◦ α−1
p )([X,Y ])

= ([X,Y ])#
p .

Analogously

−Jα[−α−1(X), Y #]p = ([X,Y ])#
p .

These terms are vertical.

(iii) The vector fields α−1(X), α−1(Y ) are horizontal. Therefore we get

FA(α−1(X), α−1(Y )) = dωA(α−1(X), α−1(Y ))

= −ωA((α−1(X), α−1(Y )) .

This yields the vertical component of the Lie bracket of α−1(X) and α−1(Y ):

πV ([α−1(X), α−1(Y )]p) = −(FA(α−1(X), α−1(Y )))#
p .
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Using these computations, we can express the horizontal and vertical components
of the vector field NJα(X#, Y #):

NJα(X#
p , Y

#
p ) =πA[α−1(X), α−1(Y )]p︸ ︷︷ ︸

∈A

+
(
[X,Y ]− F (α−1

p (X), α−1
p (Y ))

)#
p︸ ︷︷ ︸

∈V

.
(4)

We claim that

α(πA[α−1(X), α−1(Y )]) = −(dAα) (α−1(X), α−1(Y )) .

In fact,

(dAα)(α−1
p (X), α−1

p (Y )) = dα(α−1
p (X), α−1

p (Y ))

= α−1
p (X). α(α−1(Y ))︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Y

−α−1
p (Y ). α(α−1(X))︸ ︷︷ ︸

=X

−α([α−1(X), α−1(Y )]p)

= −α([α−1(X), α−1(Y )]p)

= −α(πA[α−1(X), α−1(Y )]p) ,

where we have made use of the fact that α vanishes on vertical vectors.

Recalling that α is a pointwise isomorphism Ap → k, we conclude that the ver-
tical component of NJα(X#, Y #) vanishes for all X,Y ∈ k if and only if dAα = 0,
noticing that the elements of the form α−1

p (X), with X ∈ k, generate the horizontal
tangent space in p.

The vertical component of NJα(X#, Y #) vanishes if and only if

FA (α−1
p (X), α−1

p (Y )) = [X,Y ] (5)

for all X,Y ∈ k, which in the introduced hybrid notation is equivalent to

FA =
1

2
[α ∧ α] .

This achieves the proof of the Theorem 1.1. �

2. Integrability and induced metrics on the base

The integrability equations are presumably difficult to solve in general. However
we will get solutions in geometrical terms by the following idea: We endow the
base M with a metric gα induced by α and an ad-invariant inner product on the
Lie algebra k. We then get interesting correspondances between the Riemannian
geometry of (M, gα) and the integrability conditions. In particular, we obtain nec-
essary conditions in general, including non-positive sectional curvature, and we get
a complete solution to the integrability conditions for K = SU(2) or K = SO(3) if
M is a hyperbolic 3-manifold.
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We shall first review some notation. We know [KN1] that there is an isomorphism
between the ad-invariant tensorial forms on P with value in k and the forms on M
with value in the associated bundle ad(P ). We denote this isomorphism by

∨ : Akad(P, k)→ Ak(M,P ×ad k)

which is given by the formula ∨(β)π(p)(u1, . . . , uk) = [p;βp(ũ1, . . . , ũk))], where
the ũi are horizontal liftings of the vectors ui and where [p;X] denotes the class
of (p,X) ∈ P × k in the adjoint bundle. We denote ∧ the inverse of ∨. For
γ ∈ Ak(M,P ×ad k) we have the formula (∧γ)p(λ1, . . . , λk) = γ̄(π∗λ1, . . . , π∗λk)
such that [p; γ̄(π∗λ1, . . . , π∗λk)] = γ(π∗λ1, . . . , π∗λk).

As K was supposed to be a compact Lie group, there exists an ad-invariant
metric, that means an inner product 〈., .〉 satisfying

〈adgX, adg Y 〉 = 〈X,Y 〉

for all g ∈ K and X,Y ∈ k. By invariance this descends to the associated bundle
ad(P ) = P ×ad k which thereby naturally obtains the structure of an Euclidean
vector bundle. We shall denote by h〈 .,. 〉 the corresponding metric. By assumption
∨α is an isomorphism TM → ad(P ). We can pull back the metric h〈 .,. 〉 to TM ,
obtaining a Riemannian metric gα on M . ∨α becomes than an isometry of Eu-
clidean vector bundles.

The connection A on P induces a linear connection ∇A on ad(P ). In what
follows we use two of the equivalent notions of ∇A [KN1] which we briefly recall.
Let σ be a section of ad(P ) (this is an element of A0(M, ad(P ))). Then

∇Aσ = (∨ ◦ dA ◦ ∧)(σ) .

Another equivalent definition is constructed as follows: Let τ = (x(t)) be a curve

on M . The point τ t+ht (p) is then the end point of the unique horizontal lifting of τ
beginning at p ∈ π−1(x(t)) and ending at π−1(x(t + h)). This gives the notion of
parallel displacement on P . This construction carries over to parallel displacement
in the associated bundle by the formula

τ t+ht ([p;X]) := [τ t+ht (p);X]

(which is defined independtly of representatives). For a section σ of the associated
bundle one then has

∇Aẋtσ =
d

dh

∣∣∣∣
h=0

τ tt+h(σ(x(t+ h)))︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈ad(P )x(t) ∀h

.

Given the connection ∇A on ad(P ), there is a natural operator d∇
A

on forms
with value in the associated bundle, generalising the usual exterior derivative. It is
defined by

d∇
A

(η ⊗ s) = dη ⊗ s+ (−1)deg(η)η ∧ d∇
A

s

d∇
A

s = ∇As

for η ∈ Ak(M,R) and s ∈ A0(M, ad(P )).

Let ad : k→ gl(k) be the Lie algebra homomorphism corresponding to the adjoint
represenation ad : K → Gl(k), i.e. ad is the derivativative of ad at the identity and
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is therefore just the endomorphism induced by the Lie bracket. Let η ∈ A1
ad(P, k)

be a tensorial 1-form of type ad. Then one has

dAη = dη + ad(ωA) ∧ η , (6)

or, more explicitely, for two vectors ζ, ξ

dAη(ζ, ξ) = dη(ζ, ξ) + ad(ωA(ζ))η(ξ)− ad(ωA(ξ))η(ζ)

= dη(ζ, ξ) + [ωA(ζ), η(ξ)]− [ωA(ξ), η(ζ)] .

The curvature of the connection ∇A, applied to a section σ of ad(P ), is given by

F∇
A

(σ) := d∇
A

◦ d∇
A

(σ)

= ∨ ◦ dA ◦ dA ◦∧ (σ)

= ∨ ◦ ad(FA) ◦∧ (σ) , (7)

using (6).
With these notions, we can naturally define a linear connection ∇ on the tangent

bundle TM by pulling back the connection ∇A on ad(P ) via ∨α:

∇ := (∨α)−1∇A := (∨α)−1 ◦ ∇A ◦ (∨α ).

As ad operates by isometries on k the connection ∇A is compatible with the metric
h〈 .,. 〉 . As ∨α is an isometry, ∇ is compatible with the metric gα. We recall
that the Levi-Civita connection on the tangent bundle of a Riemannian manifold
is the unique connection that is compatible with the metric and that has vanishing
torsion.

Proposition 2.1. The torsion T∇ of the connection ∇ constructed above vanishes
if and only if dAα = 0. If this is the case, then ∇ is the Levi-Civita-connection of
(M, gα).

Proof: Fix p ∈ P and let x := π(p), ux ∈ TxM, vx ∈ TxM . Take u, v arbitrary
vector fields that are extensions of ux, vx, and take ũ, ṽ horizontal liftings. Note
that ∧((∨α)(v))(p) = αp(ṽ). Thus one has

(∨α)(T∇(ux, vx)) = ∇Aux(∨α)(v)−∇Avx(∨α)(u)− (∨α)([u, v]x)

= [(∨◦dA◦∧)((∨α)(v))](ux)− [(∨◦dA◦∧)((∨α)(u))](vx)

−(∨α)([u, v]x)

= ∨(dAα(ṽ))(ux)−∨ (dAα(ũ))(vx)− (∨α)([u, v]x)

= [p; dA(α(ṽ))(ũp)− dA(α(ũ))(ṽp)− α([̃u, v]p)] .

As we easily see that π∗ ◦ [ũ, ṽ] = π∗ ◦ [̃u, v], and as α is a tensorial form, we get

α([̃u, v]p) = α([ũ, ṽ]p). This yields finally that

(∨α)(T∇(ux, vx)) = [p; (dAα)(ũp, ṽp)].

The claim follows. �
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Proposition 2.2. Suppose the above integrability equations are satisfied. Then the
Riemannian curvature R∇ of ∇ is given by the formula

R∇(ux, vx)wx = (∨α)−1 ([p; [[α(ũp), α(ṽp)], α(w̃p)]])

with the above notations. Its sectional curvature is always non-positive. It is strictly
negative if the dimension of the maximal torus of K is 1.

Proof: The curvature formula follows from the above formula (7) and the defi-
nition of R∇ as d∇ ◦d∇, as well as the explicit form of FA given by the integrability
equations. For the sectional curvature we notice first that:

〈[Z,X], Y 〉+ 〈X, [Z, Y ]〉 = 0 (8)

for all X,Y, Z ∈ k. This follows from the ad-invariance by derivation

0 =
d

dt

∣∣∣∣
t=0

〈adetZ X, adetZ Y 〉

=

〈
d

dt

∣∣∣∣
t=0

adetZ X,Y

〉
+

〈
X,

d

dt

∣∣∣∣
t=0

adetZ Y

〉
= 〈[Z,X], Y 〉+ 〈X, [Z, Y ]〉 .

Now the sectional curvature K(〈u, v〉) of the plane 〈u, v〉 spanned by the or-
thonormal vectors u, v ∈ TxM is given by

K(〈u, v〉) = gα(u,R∇(u, v)v)

By the curvature formula, the above formula (8) and the definition of gα we get:

K(〈u, v〉) = h〈 .,. 〉 ((
∨α)(u), [p; [[α(ũp), α(ṽp)], α(ṽp)]]))

= 〈α(ũp), [[α(ũp), α(ṽp)], α(ṽp)]〉
= −〈[α(ũp), α(ṽp)], [α(ũp), α(ṽp)]〉
≤ 0 .

�

2.1. Special cases K = SU(2) and K = SO(3). We shall show here that the
integrability conditions are related to hyperbolic geometry. Recall that the Lie
groups SU(2) and SO(3) are locally isomorphic, hence they have isomorphic Lie
algebras. There is an ad-invariant metric on su(2) ∼= so(3) given by

〈X,Y 〉 := tr(XY ∗) = − tr(XY ) ∀X,Y ∈ su(2) .

Theorem 2.3. Let P
π→ M be an SU(2)- or SO(3)- principal fibre bundle and

∨α : TM → ad(P ) an isometry, where ad(P ) possesses the metric induced by the
above metric on su(2), respectively so(3). If the almost-complex structure Jα is
integrable, then (M, gα) has constant negative sectional curvature.

Proof: We recall the Pauli-matrices

σ1 =

(
0 1
1 0

)
σ2 =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
σ3 =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
which satisfy

σiσj = δij1 + iεijkσk .
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Consequently, the matrices

Xi := − iσi√
2

form an orthonormal basis of (su(2), 〈., .〉) and satisfy the relation

[Xi, Xj ] =
√

2εijkXk .

If now the vectors u, v ∈ TxM form an orthonormal basis of the 2-dimensional plane
〈u, v〉 ⊆ TxM , then the elements

[p;Z] := (∨α)(u) [p;W ] := (∨α)(v)

are orthonormal in ad(P )x and thus Z,W are with respect to (su(2), 〈., .〉) The
decompositions with respect to the above orthonormal basis W =: wiXi, Z =: ziXi

implies

〈W,W 〉 =
∑3
i=1(wi)2 = 1

〈Z,Z〉 =
∑3
i=1(zi)2 = 1

〈Z,W 〉 =
∑3
i=1 z

iwi = 0 .

We use the formula for the sectional curvature in the proof of the last Theorem
now:

K(〈u, v〉) = −〈[W,Z], [W,Z]〉
= −2wizjwkzl 〈εijmXm, εklnXn〉
= −2wizjwkzl εijmεklnδ

mn

= −2wizjwkzl (δikδjl − δilδjk)

= −2 〈W,W 〉 〈Z,Z〉+ 2 〈W,Z〉
= −2

�

This result leads to the question whether on all hyperbolic 3-manifold there is a
principal fibre bundle with an integrable almost complex structure. This is indeed
the case:

Theorem 2.4. Let (M, g) be a hyperbolic oriented 3-manifold. Then the SO(3)-
principal fibre bundle PSO(M) of orthonormal oriented frames has a natural inte-
grable almost-complex structure.

As a consequence every such principal fibre bundle is naturally a complex 3-
dimensional manifold.

Proof: We begin by defining ∨α which becomes an isometry TM
∼=→ ad(P ). To

this end we first define

L : R3 → so(3)

where the image Lx of an element x ∈ R3 is the endomorphism defined by Lx(y) :=
x× y with × the usual vector product. This is indeed well defined since Lx is anti-
symmetric and traceless. L is a Lie algebra isomorphism and has the important
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equivariance property given by the following commutative diagram

SO(3)× R3 R3

SO(3)× so(3) so(3)

-can.rep.

?
id×L

?
L

-
adj.rep.

(9)

If now we define the metric on so(3) which is one half the usual metric given by
the trace formula, then L becomes an isometry.

We recall that the tangent bundle TM is isometrical to the associated bun-
dle of the orthonormal oriented principal fibre bundle PSO(M) with respect to the

canonical representation of SO(3) which leaves the usual metric on R3 invariant.

TM ∼= PSO(M) ×can R3

We identify these euclidean vector bundles. Thanks to the above commutative
diagram we may safely define:

∨α : TM = PSO(M) ×can R3 → PSO(M) ×ad so(3) = ad(P )

by ∨α([p, y]can) = [p, L(y)]ad. Let ∇ denote the Levi-Civita-Connection of (M, g),
and let A be the associated connection in PSO(M). Let ∇A denote the induced
connection on ad(P ).

Lemma 2.5.

∇A = (∨α)(∇) := (∨α) ◦ ∇ ◦ (∨α)−1

�

This Lemma is true as one finds by going to local sections and by the above diagram
for L.

The Lemma implies that we have (∨α)−1(∇A) = ∇. By Proposition 2.1 and the
fact that the Levi-Civita connection ∇ is torsion free, we get dAα = 0, yielding the
first of the integrability equations.

The preceeding Lemma implies F∇
A

= F (∨α)(∇). As the connection F∇ is equal
to the Riemannian curvature R∇, we get the relation

F∇
A

= (∨α) ◦R∇ ◦ (∨α)−1 .

By assumption the sectional curvature is equal to a constant, say κ, and this yields
the formula

R∇(v, w)u = κ (g(u,w)v − g(u, v)w) .

for u, v, w ∈ TxM, x ∈M . Using this, we get the following formula for the curvature

F∇
A

, used further down. Let s ∈ ad(P )x with s = (∨α)(u). Then

F∇
A

(v, w)s = (∨α)(R∇(v, w)u)

= (∨α)(κ (g(u,w) v − g(u, v)w))

= κ
(
h〈 .,. 〉(s, (

∨α)(w)) (∨α)(v)− h〈 .,. 〉(s, (∨α)(v)) (∨α)(w)
)
.
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If now we define U, V,W ∈ so(3) by the formulae s =: [p;U ], (∨α)(w) = [p;W ],
and (∨α)(v) = [p;V ], we get the final formula

F∇
A

(u,w) s = κ [p; 〈U,W 〉V − 〈U, V 〉W ] . (10)

Our aim is to establish the formula

F∇
A

=∨ ◦ ad(
1

2
[α ∧ α]) ◦ ∧ (11)

as the Theorem will follow, because this will imply that FA = 1
2 [α ∧ α], yielding

the second integrability equation. That this indeed implies FA = 1
2 [α ∧ α] follows

from the formula (7) and the fact that ad is injective, since surely so(3) has trivial
center. We calculate now the right hand side of the last equation, using the above
notations:

(∨ ◦ ad(
1

2
[α ∧ α]) ◦ ∧)(v, w)s = (∨◦ad(

1

2
[α ∧ α]))(v, w)[p;U ]

= [p; ad(
1

2
[α ∧ α])(ṽ, w̃)U ]

= [p; [[V,W ], U ]] .

Comparing this with (10), we get the equation in question (11) if and only if we
have

[[V,W ], U ] = κ(〈U,W 〉V − 〈U, V 〉W )

for all U, V,W ∈ k. This is really the case for κ = −1 since then this equation reduces
to the well-known vector-product identiy in R3 (via the Lie algebra isomorphism
L)

(v×w)× u = (u · v)w− (u ·w)v

with v = [p, v], p an orthonormal frame and v ∈ R3, and likewise w = [p,w],
u = [p, u]. Of course, we may always rescale the metric so that we have κ = −1.
This completes the proof. �

2.2. Further examples of the required topological setting. In the previous
construction the existence of a 1–form α, defining an isomorphism TM → ad(P ),
where P → M was the principal oriented orthonormal frame bundle of M , can
be seen as an ‘accident of low dimension’. Indeed, the dimension of the Lie group
SO(n) is strictly larger than n for all n ≥ 4. However, we may again be in a similar
setting if the structure group of the tangent bundle TM admits a reduction from
SO(n) to a subgroup K which has dimension equal to the dimension of the base
manifold M .

More concretely, suppose we have a 6–dimensional Riemannian manifold M that
has a reduction of its structure group to K = SO(3)× SO(3). Let P →M be the
K–principal bundle obtained from the principal oriented orthonormal frame bundle
PSO(M) → M by reduction to the structure group K. The construction (9) in the
proof of Theorem 2.4 extends to the situation here yielding an isomorphism

TM → Pad+× ad−so(3)+ ⊕ so(3)− ,

thereby giving rise to an isomorphism α as required for the construction of the
almost complex structure Jα. By Berger’s classification [B] of simply connected
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Riemannian manifolds with special holonomy, we may not expect to have a reduc-
tion of the structure group to SO(3) × SO(3) for a simply connected 6–manifold
M that is not a symmetric space or a locally product space. However, for locally
product spaces there are many examples that fall into this class, for instance, all
closed 6–manifolds that fibre over a 3–manifold. Presumably, this class includes
cases where one of the SO(3)–bundles ad±(P ) is non-trivial.

Another large class of examples where our construction gives an almost complex
structure can be obtained from parallelisable manifolds M . In fact, if n is the
dimension of M , then any Tn–principal bundle P → M is such that the bundles
TM and ad(P ) are isomorphic, and so one may obtain a class α as required in
our construction. There are of course many situations where P is a non-trivial
bundle. In fact, for any collection of complex line bundles Li → M, i = 1, . . . , n,
the principal complex frame bundle of L1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ln with its natural reduction of
the structure group from U(n) to S1×· · ·×S1 = Tn is such an example. These are
in 1–to–1 correspondance with classes e1, . . . , en ∈ H2(M ;Z) via the corresponding
first Chern classes.

One may expect more examples related to ‘special holonomy’.

3. Jα-holomorphic vector fields and completeness

In this section we stay in the setting of a principal bundle P →M with compact
structure group K endowed with a connection A on P , and with an almost complex
structure Jα determined by A and the 1–form α. We assume an ad–invariant inner
product on the Lie algebra of K turning ad(P ) into an Euclidean vector bundle,
and we suppose M is endowed with a Riemannian metric gα turning the induced
map ∨α : TM → ad(P ) into an isometry. We also suppose having the unique
connection ∇ on TM such that (∨α)(∇) = ∇A. We will not suppose Jα to be
integrable in this section, but only that dAα = 0. By Proposition 2.1 above, this
implies that the connection ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection on TM .

We will show here that there is an equivalence between the complete integrabil-
ity of the naturally occuring Jα-holomorphic vector fields X# − i JαX# and the
geodesic completeness of the Riemannian manifold (M, gα). Here the vector field
X# − i JαX# is said to be completely integrable if for any p ∈ P there is a map
ϕ : C→ P which is Jα-holomorphic, i.e. such that

ϕ∗

(
∂

∂z

)
=

1

2
(X# − i JαX#) (X ∈ k)

for ∂
∂z = 1

2 ( ∂
∂x − i

∂
∂y ), and which satisfies ϕ(0) = p.

Proposition 3.1. The Jα-holomorphic vector fields (sections of T 1,0P )

X# − i JαX#

are completely integrable for any X ∈ k if and only if (M, gα) is geodesically com-
plete.

Proof: The correspondance is based on the following lemma:

Lemma 3.2. 1. Let X ∈ k and denote ϕtJαX# the flow of the vector field JαX
#,

defined for all p ∈ P at least in a neighbourhood of 0 ∈ R. Then for all p ∈ P the
curve c(t) := π ◦ ϕtJαX#(p) is a geodesic for the values of t where this is defined.

2. Let c(t) be a geodesic on M defined at least in a neighbourhood of 0 ∈ R . Then
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there is an element X ∈ k such that c(t) := π ◦ ϕtJαX#(p) for all p ∈ π−1(c(0)) for
these values of t.

Proof: 1. We shall abbreviate our notation by ϕt(p) := ϕtJαX#(p). One then

gets by the definition of c(t)

∇ċ(t)ċ(t) = (∨α)−1(∇Aċ(t)(
∨α)(ċ(t)))

= (∨α)−1(∇Aċ(t)(
∨α)(π∗,ϕt(p)JαX

#
ϕt(p)))

= (∨α)−1(∇Aċ(t)[ϕ
t(p);−X]

= (∨α)−1 d

dh

∣∣∣∣
h=0

ctt+h[ϕt+h(p);−X]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=[ϕt(p);−X]

= 0

since in fact ϕt(p) is already a horizontal lifting of c(t). By definition, this means
that the curve t 7→ c(t) is a geodesic.

2. Let t 7→ c(t) be a geodesic on M , defined in a connected neighbourhood of 0.
Let p ∈ π−1(c(0)). Then there is an X ∈ k such that

π∗,pJαX
# = ċ(0) . (12)

Set ψ(t) := π ◦ ϕtJαX#(p). As we have seen in the proof of (1.) we get

∇ψ̇(t)ψ̇(t) = 0

as well as ∇ċ(t)ċ(t) = 0. By the equation (12) they have the same initial condition.
Now by the uniqueness of the solution of a Cauchy problem we get the claim, at
least for t in a certain neighbourhood of 0. �

We continue with the proof of the proposition. Let t 7→ c(t) be a geodesic on
M , defined in a neighbourhood of 0. Let X ∈ k be as in the formula (12). The
vector field X#− i JαX# is completely integrable by assumption. This means that
there is a map ϕ : C→ P which is Jα-holomorphic, therefore satisfying

ϕ∗

(
∂

∂z

)
=

1

2
(X# − i JαX#) (X ∈ k)

for ∂
∂z = 1

2 ( ∂
∂x − i

∂
∂y ), and which satisfies ϕ(0) ∈ π−1(c(0)). The map y 7→ ϕ(0+ iy)

is an integral curve of the horizontal vector field JαX
#. This curve, composed with

the projection π to M , is the geodesic c, as we have seen before. This is true at
least in the neigbourhood where c is defined. But the map y 7→ ϕ(0 + iy) has a
continuation to the whole of R, so c posseses a continuation to R as a geodesic.

Let now M be geodesically complete. Consider the map

s+ it 7→ ϕtJαX# ◦ ϕsX#(p)

for an arbitrary but fixed p ∈ P . Since the Lie bracket of the two vector fields
X# and JαX

# vanishes (this follows from the computation of the second term
of Nijenhuis tensor in the proof of Theorem 1.1 above), we know that the two
associated flows commute, and thus the above map is Jα-holomorphic. This implies
for an allowed value t that we can vary in the s-direction on the whole real line.
Thus the maximal domain of definition is always of the form I×R with I open and
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connected in R, containing 0. We actually want to show that I = R. We denote
ϕ(t) := ϕtJαX#(p) and know that t 7→ c(t) := (π ◦ϕ)(t) is a geodesic on M , defined

for t ∈ I. Suppose t0 := sup(I) <∞. By the geodesic completeness of M we get a
geodesic

c̄ : R→M

with c̄|I = c. Let β be a horizontal lifting of c̄ such that β(0) = ϕ(0) (the lifting
β(t) exists for all t in the domain of definition of c̄, see [KN1] p. 69.). We then
have by construction β|I = ϕ, and in particular

β̇(t) = JαX
#
β(t)

for t < t0. But as all maps are continous, we get by passing to the limit t→ t0, t < t0
that

β̇(t0) = JαX
#
β(t0) .

Thus we have t0 ∈ I and by maximality we get a contradiction. In the same manner
we get inf(I) = −∞ and thus morphic map extends to C. Thus all vector-fields of
the type X# − iJαX# are completely integrable. �

4. Transitive holomorphic right-action from the complexified group
KC and a converse of our construction

We will suppose here the almost complex structure Jα is integrable and that the
base manifold (M, gα) is geodesically complete. Let G = KC be the complexifica-
tion of the compact Lie group K, see [BtD], [Ho] for this notion. We will now show
that there is a natural holomorphic action of G on P which is locally free and an
extension of the action ρ of the structure group K on P . The new action is transi-
tive provided M is connected. Given this data, we finally obtain a natural g-valued
holomorphic 1-form on P , where g is the Lie algebra of G, the complexification of
the Lie algebra k.

We recall the KP-decomoposition of the complexification of a compact Lie group
[HH]: The holomorphic map g→ G given by X+ iY 7→ exp(X) exp(iY ) for X,Y ∈
k, factoring through K × k, induces a diffeomorphism K × k → G. It gives the
unique decomposition g = k eiX of an element g ∈ G with k ∈ K, and X ∈ k. This
is just the usual polar decomposition for G = Gl(n,C). Via this, we now define a
holomorphic map which is a priori no group action:

ψ :

{
P ×G −→ P

(p, k eiX) 7−→ ϕ1
JαX#(pk) .

That this is well defined in the case that the base manifold (M, gα) is geodesically
complete follows from the results of the last section. Differentiating with respect
to the second argument at the identity yields a section-valued map

ψ∗,e : g→ Γ(TP ) ,

which is the collection of all (ψp)∗,e. It satisfies

ψ∗,e(X) = X#

ψ∗,e(iX) = JαX
#
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for all X ∈ k. Even more is true: The map ψ∗,e is a homomorphism of (real)
Lie-algebras (where the complexified Lie algebra g is, for the moment, considered
as a real vector space) that interchanges the almost complex structure Jα and the
canonical one on g. In fact, that we have

ψ∗,e[X,Y ] = [ψ∗,eX,ψ∗,eY ] and ψ∗,e[X, iY ] = [ψ∗,eX,ψ∗,eiY ]

for all X,Y ∈ k follows from the computations in (i) and (ii) inside the proof of
Theorem 1.1, whereas the condition

ψ∗,e[iX, iY ] = [ψ∗,eiX, ψ∗,eiY ]

follows from the vanishing of the Nijenhuis tensor.
The map ψ∗,e becomes C-linear after passing to the complexified tangent space

of TP . By the second fundamental theorem of Lie there is thus an associated
holomorphic local action ϕ of G on P with Lie-algebra homomorphism ψ∗,e, see
for instance [Ak]. By the associated one-parameter transformation groups one sees
that ϕ has to coincide with ψ where ϕ is defined. That ψ defines a global action
now follows from an identity theorem argument. We write ψ = ρC in what follows,
indicating the extension of the already existing action ρ.

Given the holomorphic action ρC : P × G → P , we can define a holomorphic
1–form on P with values in g. In fact, partial differentiation of ρC in the second
variable at the identity g = e yields a biholomorphism, which in fact is a bundle
isomorphism from the trivial bundle g× P → P to TP ,

∂ρC

∂g

∣∣∣∣
g=e

: g× P → TP .

We define ω ∈ Ω1(P, g) to be the inverse of this map, followed by the projection
g× P → g. This is clearly a holomorphic 1–form, and its real part is given by the
connection 1–form,

Reω = ωA .

G acts transitively on P if M is connected, as one sees by the fact that every two
points on the base M may then be joined by a geodesic. In general this geodesic is
not unique and thus the action of G is generally not free. More precisely, it is free
if and only if the base manifold (M, gα) is such that any two points are connected
by a unique geodesic.

We have now seen that in the case of geodesic completeness of the base (M, gα),
the complex structure on the manifold P is in fact given as the quotient of a complex
Lie group G by a discrete subgroup Γ. This is in fact a more general phenomenon.
By a result of Wang [Wan], any closed complex manifold with complex parallelis-
able tangent bundle is in fact given by the quotient of a complex Lie group by a
discrete subgroup. However, the proof relies essentially on the compactness of the
complex manifold, implying that certain complex-valued holomorphic functions on
the manifold are necessarily constant by Liouville’s theorem.

Our result here may be seen as a generalisation of this result in the particular
setting of an integrable almost complex structure Jα as studied here. Indeed, we
don’t have to require that P is compact. In fact, we were only requiring the base
manifold (M, gα) to be geodesically complete which is a much weaker condition
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than requiring M to be closed.

Conversely, one may ask how general our construction is in the situation that
we have a complex parallelisable complex manifold Q that is given as the quotient
of a complex Lie group KC by a discrete subgroup, and on which the Lie group
K acts freely. We will show now that in this situation the natural almost complex
structure induced by the complex structure of the manifold Q may be obtained as
in our setting.

For this we start with a ‘sample’ construction. We assume that the complex Lie
group G is the complexification of the Lie group K. We may trivialise the tangent
bundle TG → G as g × G → G by left-G-invariant vector fields defined by left G-
translates of elements of the Lie algebra g = TeG. The group G may be considered
as a K-principal bundle G→ G/K over the homogeneous space G/K.

Any element of g = k⊗ C may be written as X + iY with X,Y ∈ k. We denote
by (X + iY )# the associated left-G-invariant vector field. We define α ∈ A1

ad(G; k)
by the following formula:

α((X + iY )#) = −Y .

With respect to K this is really an ad-equivariant tensorial one-form because we
are considering G to be a right K-principal bundle, with the natural action of K on
G from the right. However, it is invariant under G acting from the left. It is clear
that the corresponding almost complex structure Jα coincides with the natural one
on G, with complex charts coming, for instance, from the exponential map.

We shall now assume that we have a transitive holomorphic action of G on a
connected complex manifold Q, with discrete stabiliser Γ of some point in Q. In
particular, Q is biholomorphic to Γ\G. We shall also assume that K acts freely on
Q. Because Γ acts from the left on G, and because α is left-G-invariant, the form
α descends to an ad-equivariant tensorial one-form on Q, that we shall denote by
ᾱ. It is clear now that the natural almost complex structure Jᾱ on Q, given as in
our construction, coincides with the canonical almost complex structure on Q. We
have thus given a sketch of proof of the following Proposition:

Proposition 4.1. Suppose we have a connected complex manifold Q with transitive
holomorphic action of the complexification G = KC of a compact Lie group with
discrete stabiliser Γ of some point in Q, such that the subgroup K acts freely on G.
Then the canonical almost complex structure on Q is equal to the one given by our
main construction Jᾱ induced from the sample situation on the K-principal bundle
G→ G/K by interpreting Q as the homogeneous space Γ\G.

5. Holomorphic maps from Riemann surfaces

In this section we suppose that π : P → M is such that P has an integrable
almost complex structure Jα associated to a connection A on P and a k–valued
1–form α as in our main construction, and furthermore that M is geodesically
complete and connected. By the results of the last section P is then naturally
endowed with a locally free, transitive holomorphic right action of the complexified
Lie group G = KC, and with a g–valued holomorphic 1–form ω.

Here we shall be interested in the study of holomorphic curves f : Σ → P in
this setting. We shall first see that f is in fact determined by the g–valued 1–form
f∗ω on Σ. Conversely, we shall ask when a g–valued 1–form η on Σ gives rise to a
holomorphic curve f : Σ → P with f∗ω = η. We give a quite complete answer if
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η is of what we shall call ‘scalar type’, but we will show that all such holomorphic
maps factor through an elliptic curve, so do not give rise to ‘interesting’ curves of
higher genus. This may be compared to Winkelmann’s approach in [Wi4].

5.1. Factorisation properties through elliptic curves. In the following Lemma
we show that an arbitrary smooth pointed map f : (Y, y0)→ (P, p0) is determined
by the pull–back f∗ω, where Y is a connected smooth manifold and y0 is a point
of it. In other words, if f1, f2 are two such maps with f1(y0) = f2(y0), and such
that f∗1ω = f∗2ω, then in fact f1 = f2.

Lemma 5.1. Let Y be a connected smooth manifold, and let f : Y → P be smooth
and such that f(y0) = p0, where y0 and p0 are points of Y and P respectively. Then
f is determined by f∗ω.

Proof: Let y1 ∈ Y be an arbitrary point of Y . Let (y(t))t∈[0,1] be a smooth
path with y(0) = y0 and y(1) = y1. We claim that there is a unique smooth path
(g(t))t∈[0,1] with g(0) = idG, such that

f(y(t)) = p0 g(t) =: p(t)

for all t ∈ [0, 1]. In fact, for all p ∈ P the map ρCp : G → P , g 7→ pg is a local
diffeomorphism, and so the path g(t) is locally determined. The ambiguity thus
remains in the choice of a starting point g(0) ∈ Γ, where Γ denotes the stabiliser
of the point p0 under the G-operation. This is fixed by requiring that g(0) is the
identity of G. Let now t0 ∈ [0, 1]. Differentiating the path t 7→ p0 g(t) at the point
t0 yields the equation

ṗ(t0) =
d

dt

∣∣∣∣
t=t0

p0 g(t)

=
d

dt

∣∣∣∣
t=t0

p0g(t0) g(t0)−1g(t)

=
(
ρCp(t0)

)
∗,e

d

dt

∣∣∣∣
t=0

g(t0)−1g(t) .

By construction of ω one therefore sees that (g(t)) solves the ordinary differential
equation

ġ(t) = g(t)ω(ṗ(t)) . (13)

By the theory of ordinary differential equations there is a unique solution to this
equation for a given initial value, and that a solution extends to the domain of
definition of (p(t)) follows from the lemma in [KN1, p.69]. But now we simply
notice that

ω(ṗ(t)) = ω(
d

dt
f(y(t))) = ω(f∗ẏ(t)) = (f∗ω)(ẏ(t)) ,

from which the claim follows. �

The next Lemma is of a similar spirit as the preceeding one, demonstrating the
strength of of the holomorphic form ω ∈ Ω1,0(P, g). Let now Y be a complex
manifold.

Lemma 5.2. Let f : Y → P be an arbitrary map. Then the following assertions
are equivalent:
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(1) The pull-back form f∗ω is a 1-form of type (1, 0), i.e. f∗ω ∈ Ω1,0(Y ; g),
and this is a holomorphic form: ∂f∗ω = 0.

(2) The pull-back form f∗ω is a 1-form of type (1, 0).
(3) The map f is holomorphic.

Proof: Clearly (1) implies (2) and (3) implies (1) because ω is a holomorphic
form of type (1, 0). Thus it suffices to show that (2) implies (3). We do so locally:
We suppose having a complex coordinate chart {wi} on Y and a complex coordinate
chart {zj} on P such that f maps the domain of definition of the former to that of
the latter. We can write ω =

∑
ωi(z)dz

i, where ωi(z) is a holomorphic function of
the coordinates z = (z1, z2, . . . ). Now read through the charts we have

f∗ω =
∑
i

ωi(f(w))
∑
j

(
∂f i

∂wj
dwj +

∂f i

∂wj
dwj

)
.

The assumption that f∗ω is of type (1, 0) now implies that for all j we have

0 = ω

(
∂f

∂wj

)
=
∑
i

ωi(f(w))
∂f i

∂wj

at all points of the coordinate chart {wi}. However, pointwise ω : TP → g is an
isomorphism, and so the last equation implies that

∂f

∂wj
= 0

for all j, thus implying that f is holomorphic. �

As the Proof of Lemma 5.1 relied on the uniqueness of the solution of an ordinary
differential equation, one might ask whether the following converse of Lemma 5.1
and Lemma 5.2 is true: Given a (holomorphic) form η ∈ Ω1(Y, g) on Y , is there a
(holomorphic) map f : Y → P such that f∗ω = η? Inspired by the proof of Lemma
5.1 the idea would certainly lie in trying to define f in the following way: Again,
we assume having a chosen point z0 ∈ Y and a point p0 ∈ P , and we will require
that f(z0) = p0 (this is of course no real restriction as the G–action is transitive on
P ). Now let z ∈ Y be an arbitrary point, and let τz : [0, 1]→ Y be a smooth path
from z0 to z. We would seek a solution gτz : [0, 1]→ G of the differential equation

ġτz (t) = gτz (t) η(τ̇z(t)) , (14)

with the initial condition gτz (0) = 1, and we would define

f(z) := p0 gτz (1) . (15)

This must be independent of the chosen path τz from z0 to z. This will be the case
if for any closed loop γ : [0, 1] → Y with start- and endpoint y0 the solution gγ of
ġγ = gγ η(γ̇) is such that the endpoint gγ(1) lies in the stabiliser Γ of the G–action
on P at p0. Indeed, if this is the case, then for any two paths τz and τ̃z from z0 to
z the concatenation τ̃−1 ∗ τ will be a closed loop based at z0, and for the endpoint
gτ̃−1∗τ (2) of the solution to the above differential equation we will have

gτ̃−1∗τ (2) = gτz (1)gτ̃z (1)−1 ∈ Γ ,
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and so the definition f(z) := p0 gτz (1) is independent of the chosen path 1.
We give an affirmative answer to this question in the case where the holomorphic

form η ∈ Ω1(Y ; g) is closed and of a special type:

Proposition 5.3. Let η be a closed holomorphic form with value in g which is of
“scalar type” in the following sense: There is a holomorphic differential form ζ and
an element Z ∈ g such that

η = Z · ζ .
1. There exists a holomorphic map f : Y → P with f∗ω = η and f(z0) = p0 if and
only if

exp(Z · [ζ]dR(H1(Y ;Z))) ⊆ Γ . (16)

2. If this is the case, then each such holomorphic map factorises through an elliptic
curve. This means that we have a commutative diagram

Y P

Σ0

-f

?
f̄

�
�
��

(17)

where all maps are holomorphic, and where Σ0 is an elliptic curve.

Remark 5.4. 1. We would like to point out that if Y is a Riemann surface Σ,
then we do not need to ask that the holomorphic form η is closed. It will be so
automatically.
2. In the above formula (16) the form [ζ]dR is interpreted via the isomorphism
H1
dR(Y,C) ∼= HomZ(H1(Y ;Z),C).

Proof: Let z ∈ Σ be an arbitrary point, and let [0, 1]→ Y , t 7→ τz(t) be a path
from z0 to z. The fact that η is of scalar form implies that the equation

ġτ (t) = gτ (t) η(ẏ(t)) (18)

is easily integrated by the defining relation of the exponential map [War]. For a
curve τz(t), t ∈ [0, 1] the Lie group element gτz (t) is simply given by

gτz (t) = exp(Z ·
∫ t

0

ζ(τ̇z(s))ds) . (19)

We see in particular, that for a closed curve τ the integral is just the cohomology-
homology pairing: ∫ 1

0

ζ(τ̇(s))ds = [ζ]dR([τ ]) .

To prove the first statement, let first f : Y → P be a holomorphic (pointed) map
with f∗ω = η. As we have seen in the proof of Lemma 5.1, f(z) has to satisfy the
equation (15) with gτz (1) satisfying the differential equation (14). In particular, we
need gγ(1) ∈ Γ for any closed curve γ in order to have f well defined. This must also
be true for γ an arbitrary cycle. By the above formula (19) and the interpretation of
the integral in terms of the pairing between homology and cohomology, we get (16).

1We have been a little abusive here with parametrisation of the paths - of course, the endpoints

gτz (1) are independent of the parametrisation chosen for the path τz , and so it doesn’t really
matter that the concatenation is a priori only piecewise smooth.
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For the contrary implication, assume that the formula (16) holds. As explained
above, this implies that the definition

f(z) := p0 gτz (1) ,

is well defined, where τz : [0, 1] → Y is an arbitrary curve from z0 to z. By con-
struction we have f∗ω = η. Now Lemma 5.2 implies that f is holomorphic.

To prove the second assertion, we have seen that the assumption implies that we
have the formula

f(z) = p0 exp(Z ·
∫ 1

0

ζ(τ̇z(t))dt)

for the map f . Of course, this factors in the following way,

Y P ,

C/([ζ]dR(H1(Y ;Z)))

-f

?

f̃

�
�
�
�
�3

(20)

Note that it doesn’t in general even make sense to ask whether f̃ is a holomorphic (or
differentiable) map, since in general the quotient C/([ζ]dR(H1(Y ;Z))) does not even
need to have the structure of a manifold. The group [ζ]dR(H1(Y ;Z)) may in general
be quite complicated, for instance, it can even be dense in C. However, the fact
that Γ is a closed subgroup of G implies even that f factorises through the quotient
of C by the closure of the group [ζ]dR(H1(Y ;Z)). The group [ζ]dR(H1(Y ;Z)) being
an abstract closed subgroup of the Lie group C, it must be a Lie subgroup by the
Theorem of Chevalley. Thus f factorises as

Y P ,

C/([ζ]dR(H1(Y ;Z)))

-f

?

f̄

�
�
�
��3

p0 exp(Z· )
(21)

where f̄ is at least differentiable, since the projection C → C/([ζ]dR(H1(Y ;Z)))
endowes this quotient with the structure of a smooth manifold. For the time be-
ing, we shall assume that [ζ]dR(H1(Y ;Z)) is a discrete subgroup of C, so that

C/([ζ]dR(H1(Y ;Z))) is a manifold of real dimension 2, naturally endowed with a
complex structure. In this case f̄ is holomorphic. To see this, we can consider a
local lift of f̄ to C: Let (U, z) be a coordinate chart2 around a point z1 ∈ Y . We
may assume that U is the open unit ball in CdimY , and that z1 = 0. As path τz we
will then choose a path τz1 followed by the path [0, 1] → U , t 7→ t z, which is the
traight line from z1 to z in the coordinate chart. Writing ζ as ζ =

∑
ζi dz

i, with
holomorphic g–valued functions ζi, we obtain the following formula for a local lift

2to keep notations simple, we make no distinction in notation between preimage and image of
a chart
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of f̄ :

z 7→
∫ 1

0

ζ(τ̇z(t)) dt =

∫ 1

0

ζi(tz) · zi dt .

As integration commutes with the differential operators ∂/∂z̄j (by using, for in-
stance, Lebesgue’s theorem of dominated convergence), we see that this lift is indeed
holomorphic, and so f̄ is holomorphic, too.

We will finally discuss the possible cases for [ζ]dR(H1(Y ;Z)), starting with pos-

itive dimension. If we have dimR [ζ]dR(H1(Y ;Z)) = 2, then f factorises over a
point, thus is constant (and therefore factorises obviously over an elliptic curve). If

dimR [ζ]dR(H1(Y ;Z)) = 1, then f must be constant, too. If it were not, f would
be of rank at most 1. But a non–constant holomorphic map has a non-vanishing
derivative somewhere, and this has real dimension at least 2.

We make three distinction in the final case dimR [ζ]dR(H1(Y ;Z)) = 0.

(a) If [ζ]dR(H1(Y ;Z)) = {0}, then f̄ becomes a holomorphic map to C, hence
has to be constant since Y is compact (and thus factors through an elliptic
curve).

(b) If [ζ]dR(H1(Y ;Z)) = 〈b1〉Z with b1 ∈ C∗ then C/([ζ]dR(H1(Y ;Z))) ∼= C∗ ⊆
C. Thus f̄ is a holomorphic map to C, hence has to be constant as Y is
compact, and therefore factors through an elliptic curve.

(c) If [ζ]dR(H1(Y ;Z)) = 〈b1, b2〉Z where b1, b2 are R-linearly independent in C,
hen f factors through C/ 〈b1, b2〉 which is indeed an elliptic curve.

�

Remark 5.5. 1. An alternative viewpiont of this result is the following: If
one has given a holomorphic curve f : Σ → P from a Riemann surface Σ
of genus g ≥ 2, and one wants to be sure that this does not factor through
an elliptic curve, then it is necessary that the holomorphic 1–form f∗ω is
not of scalar type.

2. As a corollary from the proof we get that there are no (non-constant) ra-
tional curves f : CP 1 → P with f∗ω of scalar type. More generally, if
the structure group K is abelian, then there are no (non-constant) rational
curves f : CP 1 → P at all. Of course, given that CP 1 has no non-trivial
holomorphic forms, this also follows from the Lemmata 5.1 and 5.2 above.

�

5.2. Another factorisation property. Again, let K be a compact Lie group
with complexification G = KC, and let g be the complex Lie algebra of G. Let Σ
be a Riemann surface, and let η ∈ Ω1(Σ, g) be a non-trivial holomorphic 1-form
with value in g. To η we can associate a map ϕη to the projectivisation P (g) (a
complex projective space of dimension dimC(g)) as follows.

Let (U, z) be a complex coordinate chart of Σ. Then on U the form η can be
written as

η = µdz ,
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where µ : U → g is a holomorphic g-valued function on U . Now if V ⊆ U is a
domain where µ has no zeros, then ϕη is simply defined by

ϕη(z) := [µ(z)] ∈ P (g) .

Of course the element µ(z) ∈ g associated to η in the above manner depends on the
coordinate chart, but its associated element in the projectivisation P (g) doesn’t.
Suppose now that the holomorphic map z 7→ µ(z) vanishes at z0. Since η is non-
trivial there must be a positive integer k ∈ N such that the expression

µ̃(z) :=
µ(z)

(z − z0)k

defines a holomorphic map in a neighbourhood of z0 which is non-vanishing in
z0. Now define ϕη(z) := [µ̃(z)] in a neighbourhood of z0. Away from z0 the two
definitions coincide, so the latter extends the former across z0. As this definition
behaves well under change of coordinates, patching this definition yields a well
defined map ϕη : Σ→ P (g).

Let us now suppose that we have a holomorphic curve f : Σ→ P with induced
map f̄ : Σ → M defined by f̄ = π ◦ f . We call f̄ conformal with respect to the
canonical almost complex structure J0 of Σ if3

f̄∗g (u, J0u) = 0

holds for all u ∈ TΣ. We shall point out that if f̄ is an immersion then the condition
on f̄ to be conformal means that the complex structure induced by f̄∗g (and the
given orientation) coincides with the initial complex structure J0 on Σ. Here g
is supposed to be the metric gα introduced above – the one that makes the map
∨α from above an isometry between the associated vector bundle P ×ad k and the
tangent bundle TM .

We get the following interesting algebraic geometrical fact relating the confor-
mality of f̄ to the factorisation of f through a quadric.

Proposition 5.6. Suppose the non-constant holomorphic map f : Σ→ P induces
a conformal map f̄ : Σ → M . Then the canonically induced holomorphic map
ϕη : Σ → P (g), associated to the holomorphic form η := f∗ω, factorises through
a smooth quadric Q in P (g). In other words, there is a complex codimension-1-
submanifold Q in P (g), defined by a polynomial of degree 2 on g.

Σ P (g)

Q

-ϕη

@
@@R

ψη

�
��

Remark 5.7. This is particularly intersting in the case where K is SU(2) or
SO(3). In this case any non-constant holomorphic map f : Σ → P which induces
a conformal map f̄ : Σ → M to the base is such that the canonical map ϕη : Σ →
P 2(C) ∼= P (so(3;C)) associated to η = f∗ω factors through a quadric Q in P 2(C),
or in other words, through a rational curve.

Proof: There is a unique (sesquilinear) scalar product 〈 . , . 〉g on g which co-
incides with the inner product on k on real elements. More precisely, this inner

3f̄∗g is not required to be a metric on Y . It is so if and only if f̄ is an immersion
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product is given as the tensor product of the inner product on k with the sesquilin-
ear form (z, w) 7→ z̄w on C, where g = k⊗R C.

We will have to relate the fact that f̄ is conformal with the map ϕη associated to
η = f∗ω. To do so, we will use the fact that f is holomorphic in order to reexpress
the pull-back f̄∗g. That f is holomorphic means that its derivative f∗ commutes
with the corresponding almost complex structures: Jα ◦ f∗ = f∗ ◦ J0. By the very
definition of Jα we get

Jα ◦ f∗(u) = α#(f∗u)− α−1
f(z)(ωA(f∗u))

for an arbitrary element u ∈ TzΣ on the one hand, as well as

f∗ ◦ J0(u) = (ωA(f∗(J0u)))#
f(z) + α−1

f(z)(α(f∗(J0u)))

on the other hand. Comparison of the vertical and the horizontal parts gives now
the following fact: f is holomorphic if and only if

α(f∗(u)) = (f∗ωA)(J0u)

for all u ∈ TΣ. With the fact that ∨α is an isometry we therefore get

f̄∗gα (u, v) = 〈(f∗ωA)(J0u), (f∗ωA)(J0v)〉k . (22)

The k-valued 1-form ωA is just the real part of the holomorphic g-valued 1-form
ω. Thus f∗ωA = f∗Re ω = Re f∗ω. Note that we have ω ◦ Jα = iω. For η = f∗ω
the above equation (22) yields the following expression for the pull-back of g via f̄ :

f̄∗g (u, v) = 〈Re η(J0u),Re η(J0v) 〉k
= 〈 Im η(u), Im η(v) 〉k

= −1

4
〈 η(u)− η(u), η(v)− η(v) 〉g

= −1

2
(Re 〈 η(u), η(v)〉g −Re 〈η(u), η(v)〉g) .

(23)

As f̄ is supposed to be conformal by hypothesis we get the equation

0 = f̄∗g (u, J0u) = −1

2
(Re 〈η(u), iη(u)〉g −Re 〈η(u), iη(u)〉g)

=
1

2
(Im 〈η(u), η(u)〉g − Im 〈η(u), η(u)〉g)

= −1

2
Im 〈η(u), η(u)〉g

(24)

for all u ∈ TΣ.
In order to see that ϕη factors through a smooth quadric, let us choose an

orthonormal basis (X1, . . . , XN ) of k, yielding also an orthonormal basis for the
sesquilinear extension on g. This also yields an identification P (g) ∼= PN−1C.

Let (U, z) be a chart of holomorphic coordinates of Σ, and let η = µdz, where
µ is a g-valued holomorphic function. We then have ϕη(z) = [µ1(z), . . . , µN (z)]
after the identification induced by the basis (Xi) above, where we have expressed

µ(z) =
∑N
i=1 µi(z)Xi. With complex coordinates z = x+ iy we have

η

(
∂

∂x

)
= µ ,
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Therefore, the condition of f̄ to be conformal implies, via the above equation (24),
that on the chart (U, z) we have in particular

0 = Im 〈 η
(
∂

∂x

)
, η

(
∂

∂x

)
〉g = Im

N∑
i=1

(µi(z))
2

at any point in U . But as the function z 7→
∑

(µi(z))
2 is holomorphic the vanishing

of its imaginary part implies the vanishing of its real part either. Therefore we have

N∑
i=1

(µi(z))
2 = 0

at any point of U . A similar discussion applies at points z0 where µ vanishes. Also,
this holds for any chart of a compatible holomorphic atlas of Σ, and so ϕη indeed
factors through a smooth quadric.

�
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